OVER THE BAR
By R. Noren, Mgr.
Rob Roy CC, Mt. Prospect, Ill.

I sure get a laugh behind our club bar—
A golfer steps up who often shoots par.
I see at a glance that he's awfully sore,
And I soon find out it's because of his score.
"What lousy golf!" he blurts out at me,
"Imagine me shooting an eighty-three!"

A little while later, up steps another
This golfer is different, his heart's all a-flutter.
"Well, sir," says he, "This golf is some game;
"Inside of four years I'll come into fame—
"So, what'll you have boys!" he shouts out in glee,
"I just broke a hundred—the drinks are on me!"

Experts Know This—There are more than 4,000 registered labels for Scotch Whiskey—fewer than 200 distilleries in Scotland.

There are more than 5,000 registered labels for American whiskies—but only 107 whiskey distilleries in the United States.

Some think if a whiskey is labeled "Bottled in Bond" the Government has guaranteed that the quality of the whiskey in the bottle is fine. This is definitely not true. A whiskey can be labeled "Bottled in Bond" and still be a very inferior product. The Government, with "Bottled in Bond", certifies some things but certainly does not guarantee quality—Illinois Hotels Foundation.

Grau Teams Up—Fred V. Grau, the Penn State lad whose wise words in these pages on turf and soil problems have led many a greensman down the path of good maintenance practice, took over an attractive maintenance job of his own on December 21 when he married Anne Bourne Fagan, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Frank N. Fagan at State College, Penna. The entire staff of GOLFDOM shouts hurrah!